We explore the contribution of distributional information for purely knowledge-based word sense disambiguation. Specifically, we use a distributional thesaurus, computed from a large parsed corpus, for lexical expansion of context and sense information. This bridges the lexical gap that is seen as the major obstacle for word overlap-based approaches. We apply this mechanism to two traditional knowledge-based methods and show that distributional information significantly improves disambiguation results across several data sets. This improvement exceeds the state of the art for disambiguation without sense frequency information-a situation which is especially encountered with new domains or languages for which no sense-annotated corpus is available.
Introduction
Word sense disambiguation (WSD)-the task of determining which sense a word carries in a particular context-is a longstanding core research problem in computational linguistics. Approaches to WSD can be classified according to what lexical resources are used: knowledgebased techniques rely only on machine-readable dictionaries (MRDs), lexical semantic resources (LSRs), and untagged corpora, whereas supervised approaches instead or additionally use manually annotated training examples. Though supervised systems generally perform better, their use is restricted to scenarios where a sufficient amount of hand-crafted training data is available. Estimates for the amount of time required to produce such training data are pessimistic (Mihalcea and Chklovski, 2003) ; this knowledge acquisition bottleneck is the principal motivation behind research into semi-supervised and knowledge-based WSD. The latter have the advantage that, unlike manually annotated corpora, MRDs and LSRs do exist for many languages and domains.
In the past, however, knowledge-based approaches have suffered from a variant of the lexical gap problem: when matching a sense description to a given context of a disambiguation target, it is often the case that the description and context do not have much vocabulary in common. We propose a new method to bridge this lexical gap which is based on statistics collected from a large, unannotated background corpus. Specifically, we enrich the textual information from the context and the MRD with lexical expansions produced by a distributional thesaurus.
We examine the contribution of these expansions to two popular knowledge-based algorithms, including one which tries to address the lexical gap through LSR-based augmentation of the sense description. We show that, especially in situations for which no sense frequency information is available, improvements from adding more knowledge and from adding lexical expansions add up, allowing us to improve over the state of the art for knowledge-based all-words disambiguation.
Background
MRD-based word sense disambiguation began with Lesk (1986) , who proposed that two or more words in context could be simultaneously disambiguated by looking up their respective definitions in a dictionary and finding the maximum overlap between each combination of their senses. A popular variant is the "simplified" Lesk algorithm (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000) , which disambiguates one word at a time by comparing each of its definitions to the context in which the word is found. This variant avoids the combinatorial explosion of word sense combinations the original version suffers from when trying to disambiguate multiple words in a text.
Both the original and simplified versions of the Lesk algorithm suffer from low coverage due to the lexical gap problem: because the context and definitions are usually quite short, it is often the case that there are no overlapping content words at all. Various solutions to the problem have been proposed, with varying degrees of success. Lesk himself proposed increasing the size of the context window, though Vasilescu et al. (2004) found that performance was generally better for smaller contexts. Lesk also proposed augmenting the definitions with example sentences provided by some dictionaries; Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig (2000) found that including them (for simplified Lesk) led to significantly better performance than using the definitions alone. Banerjee and Pedersen (2002) observed that, where there exists a lexical resource like WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) which also provides semantic relations between senses, these can be used to augment definitions with those from related senses (such as hypernyms and hyponyms); their "extended" Lesk algorithm was found to be a great improvement over the original algorithm. Subsequent researchers (e.g., Ponzetto and Navigli (2010) ) have combined the "simplified" and "extended" approaches into a "simplified extended" algorithm, in which augmented definitions are compared not with each other, but with the target word context.
Many successful approaches to automatic WSD in recent years rely on distributional information to model the "topicality" of the context and the sense definition.
1 They include using vectorspace dimensionality reduction techniques like LSA (Gliozzo et al., 2005) or LDA (Cai et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010) , additionally collected text material per sense as in topic signatures (Martínez et al., 2008) , and clustering for word sense induction as features (Agirre et al., 2006; Biemann, 2012) ; the importance of bridging the lexical gap is reflected in all those recent advances, be it in knowledge-based or supervised WSD scenarios.
In this paper, we employ a source of semantic similarity whose application to automatic WSD has never before been explored: using a distributional thesaurus, or DT (Lin, 1998) , we expand the lexical representations of the context and sense definition with additional terms. On this expanded representation, we are able to apply the well-known overlap-based methods to text similarity without any modification. Lexical expansion has already proven useful in semantic text similarity evaluations (Bär et al., 2012) , which is a task related to matching sense definitions to contexts.
The intuition behind our approach is depicted in Figure 1 : say we wish to disambiguate the word interest in the sentence, "The loan interest is paid monthly." The correct sense definition from our MRD ("a fixed charge for borrowing money") has no words in common with the context, and thus would not be selected by an overlap-based WSD algorithm. But with the addition of ten lexical expansions per content word (shown in smaller text), we increase the number of overlapping word pairs (shown in boldface) to seven.
Observe also that this expansion of linear text sequences into a two-dimensional representation makes conceptual associations (cf. the associative relations of de Saussure (1916)) explicit, allowing for purely symbolic matching instead of using a vector-space representation such as LSA. The main differences to vector-space approaches are the following: On the one hand, vector-space approaches usually use dimensionality reduction in order to handle sparsity, which results in a fixed number of topics/dimensions. While very salient collection-specific topics are handled well by this approach, rare topics are either conflated into a single rump topic, or distributed amongst the salient topics. Our DT-based expansion technique has no notion of dimensions since it works on the word level, and thus does not suffer from this kind of sampling error that is inevitable when representing a large vocabulary with a small fixed number of dimensions or topics. On the other hand, while vector-space models do a good job at ranking candidates according to their similarity, 2 they fail to efficiently generate a top-ranked list of possible expansions: due to its size, it is infeasible to rank the full vocabulary every time. Lexical expansion methods based on distributional similarity, however, generate a short list of highly similar candidates.
1 Distributional information was also used in a much older, semi-automatic approach by Tugwell and Kilgarriff (2001) . In their technique, "word sketches" consisting of common patterns of usage of a word were extracted from a large POS-tagged corpus and presented to a human operator for manual sense annotation. The pattern-sense associations were then used as input to bootstrapping WSD algorithm.
2 See Rapp (2004) for an early success of vector-space models on a semantic task. The lexical expansions shown in Figure 1 were generated by the same DT used in our experiments. However, for the general case, we make no assumptions about the method that generates the lexical expansions, which could just as easily come from, say, translations via bridge languages, paraphrasing systems, or lexical substitution systems.
Experiments
Our experiments measure the contribution of various lexical expansion schemes to the simplified and simplified extended variants of the Lesk algorithm. We chose these algorithms because of their simplicity and transparency, making it easy for us to trace through their operation and see exactly how and where the lexical expansions help or hinder disambiguation. Furthermore, Lesk variants perform remarkably well despite their simplicity, making them popular choices as baselines and as starting points for developing more sophisticated WSD algorithms.
Our experiments with the simplified Lesk algorithm use only the definitions provided by WordNet; they are intended to model the case where we have a generic MRD which provides sense definitions, but no additional lexical semantic information such as example sentences or semantic relations. Such scenarios are typical of many languages and domains, where there is no WordNet-like resource and no manually sense-annotated corpus which could be used for supervised WSD or for a backoff to the most frequent sense. Accurate WSD systems that rely on the existence of an MRD only could pave the way to wider application of lexical disambiguation in NLP applications.
By contrast, the experiments with the simplified extended Lesk algorithm assume the existence of a WordNet-like resource with a taxonomic structure; the definition text for a sense is therefore constructed from the gloss, synonyms, and example sentences provided by WordNet, plus the same information for all senses in a direct semantic relation. This setup specifically targets situations where such a resource serves as the sense inventory but no large sense-annotated corpus is available for supervised WSD (thus precluding use of the most frequent sense backoff). This is the case for many languages, where wordnets but not manually tagged corpora are available, and also for domain-specific WSD using the English WordNet. Whereas other approaches in this setting Henrich et al., 2012) aim at improving WSD accuracy through the combination of several lexical resources, we restrict ourselves to WordNet and bridge the lexical gap with non-supervised, data-driven methods.
How one computes the overlap between two strings was left unspecified by Lesk; we therefore adopt the simple approach of removing occurrences of the target word, treating both strings as bags of case-insensitive word tokens, and taking the cardinality of their intersection. We do not preprocess the texts by lemmatization or stop word filtering, since the terms in the distributional thesaurus are likewise unprocessed (as in Figure 1 ), and because preliminary experiments showed that such preprocessing brought no benefit. We use the sentence containing the target word as the context. The sense with the highest overlap with the context is assigned a probability of 1; when k ≥ 2 senses are tied for the highest overlap count, these senses are assigned a probability of 1/k. All other senses are assigned a probability of 0. The probabilities are then used for scoring during evaluation (see §3.3).
Use of distributional information
We now describe the creation and the use of our distributional thesaurus. In the fashion of Lin (1998), we parsed a 10M sentence English news corpus from the Leipzig Corpora Collection 3 (Biemann et al., 2007) with the Stanford parser (de Marneffe et al., 2006 ) and used collapsed dependencies to extract features for words: each dependency triple (w 1 , r, w 2 ) denoting a directed dependency of type r between words w 1 and w 2 results in a feature (r, w 2 ) characterizing w 1 , and a feature (w 1 , r) characterizing w 2 . Words are thereby represented by the concatenation of the surface form and the POS as assigned by the parser. After counting the frequency of each feature for each word, we apply a significance measure (log-likelihood test (Dunning, 1993) ), rank features per word according to their significance, and prune the data, keeping only the 300 most salient features per word. The similarity of two words is given by the number of their common features (which we will shortly illustrate with an example). The pruning operation greatly reduces run time at thesaurus construction, rendering memory reduction techniques like Goyal et al. (2012) unnecessary. Despite its simplicity and the basic count of feature overlap, we found this setting to be equal to or better than more complex weighting schemes in word similarity evaluations. Across all parts of speech, the DT contains five or more similar terms for a vocabulary of over 150 000 words.
To illustrate the DT, Table 1 shows the top three most similar words to the noun paper, together with the features which determine the similarities. Amongst their 300 most salient features as determined by the significance measure, newspaper and paper share 45, book and paper share 33, and article and paper share 28; these numbers constitute the terms' respective similarity scores.
The DT is used to expand the context and the sense definitions in the following way: For each content word (that is, adjectives, nouns, adverbs, and verbs) we retrieve the n most similar terms from the DT and add them to the textual representation. Since our overlap-based term score shared features newspaper|NN 45 told|VBD|-dobj column|NN|-prep|in local|JJ|amod editor|NN|-poss edition|NN|-prep|of editor|NN|-prep|of hometown|NN|nn industry|NN|-nn clips|NNS|-nn shredded|JJ|amod pick|VB|-dobj news|NNP|appos daily|JJ|amod writes|VBZ|-nsubj write|VB|-prep|for wrote|VBD|-prep|for wrote|VBD|-prep|in wrapped|VBN|-prep|in reading|VBG|-prep|in reading|VBG|-dobj read|VBD|-prep|in read|VBD|-dobj read|VBP|-prep|in read|VB|-dobj read|VB|-prep|in record|NN|prep|of article|NN|-prep|in reports|VBZ|-nsubj reported|VBD|-nsubj printed|VBN|amod printed|VBD|-nsubj printed|VBN|-prep|in published|VBN|-prep|in published|VBN|partmod published|VBD|-nsubj sunday|NNP|nn section|NN|-prep|of school|NN|nn saw|VBD|-prep|in ad|NN|-prep|in copy|NN|-prep|of page|NN|-prep|of pages|NNS|-prep|of morning|NN|nn story|NN|-prep|in book|NN 33 recent|JJ|amod read|VB|-dobj read|VBD|-dobj reading|VBG|-dobj edition|NN|-prep|of printed|VBN|amod industry|NN|-nn described|VBN|-prep|in writing|VBG|-dobj wrote|VBD|-prep|in wrote|VBD|rcmod write|VB|-dobj written|VBN|rcmod written|VBN|-dobj wrote|VBD|-dobj pick|VB|-dobj photo|NN|nn co-author|NN|-prep|of co-authored|VBN|-dobj section|NN|-prep|of published|VBN|-dobj published|VBN|-nsubjpass published|VBD|-dobj published|VBN|partmod copy|NN|-prep|of buying|VBG|-dobj buy|VB|-dobj author|NN|-prep|of bag|NN|-nn bags|NNS|-nn page|NN|-prep|of pages|NNS|-prep|of titled|VBN|partmod article|NN 28 authors|NNS|-prep|of original|JJ|amod notes|VBZ|-nsubj published|VBN|-dobj published|VBD|-dobj published|VBN|-nsubjpass published|VBN|partmod write|VB|-dobj wrote|VBD|rcmod wrote|VBD|-prep|in written|VBN|rcmod wrote|VBD|-dobj written|VBN|-dobj writing|VBG|-dobj reported|VBD|-nsubj describing|VBG|partmod described|VBN|-prep|in copy|NN|-prep|of said|VBD|-prep|in recent|JJ|amod read|VB|-dobj read|VB|-prep|in read|VBD|-dobj read|VBD|-prep|in reading|VBG|-dobj author|NN|-prep|of titled|VBN|partmod lancet|NNP|nn Table 1 : Illustration of a DT entry with features, showing the most similar terms to the noun paper.
approaches treat contexts and sense definitions as unordered bags of words, we do not need to take precautions with respect to the positions of words and expansions within the texts. The bags of words are filtered by removing occurrences of the disambiguation target. Then, we count the overlaps as usual between the expanded context and sense definitions. In our experiments we test n = 10, 20, . . . , 100.
We had the intuition that the optimal number of expansions may depend on the part of speech of the word to be disambiguated, and perhaps also on the parts of speech of the words being expanded. Therefore, we parameterized our expansion procedure such that the part of speech of the target word determined the number of expansions, and also whether all words were expanded or only those of a certain part of speech.
Data sets
Data sets for WSD can generally be classified as fine-grained or coarse-grained according to the granularity of the sense inventory used for the annotations. Another common distinction is between the all-words task, in which the aim is to provide an annotation for every content word in long running texts, and the lexical sample task, where several instances from the same small set of target words are annotated in (usually very short) contexts. We tested our systems on several coarse-and fine-grained data sets, and in both the all-words and lexical sample settings. However, most of our analysis will focus on the coarse-grained all-words scenario, as all-words provides a wider and more natural distribution of target words and senses, and because the fine sense distinctions of WordNet are considered a major obstacle to accurate WSD (Navigli, 2009) . Additionally, as we discuss below, the fine-grained data sets available to us have various issues which render them unsuitable for comparisons with the state of the art.
Our coarse-grained data set is from the SemEval-2007 English all-words disambiguation task (Navigli et al., 2007) . It consists of five non-fiction documents from various sources, where each of the 2269 content words (362 adjectives, 1108 nouns, 208 adverbs, and 591 verbs) has been annotated with clusters of WordNet 2.1 senses. For this data set only, we make a slight modification to our algorithm to account for this clustering: instead of choosing the WordNet sense with the highest overlap, we add up the overlap counts of each cluster's constituent senses, and then select the best cluster.
For our fine-grained experiments, we used the all-words and lexical sample tasks from Senseval-2 (Palmer et al., 2001; Kilgarriff, 2001) and Senseval-3 (Snyder and Palmer, 2004) . With these data sets, however, several factors hinder direct comparison to previously published results. There are a number of errors in the gold standard annotations, and the methodology of the original task is different from what has subsequently become common. Specifically, not all of the target words have a corresponding entry in the sense inventory, and systems were originally expected to mark these "unassignable" senses as such. In the case of Senseval-2, the gold standard annotations were made using an unpublished (and now lost) version of WordNet. Subsequent researchers have adopted a variety of mutually incompatible methods for dealing with these issues. For our runs, we use Rada Mihalcea's WordNet 3.0 conversions of the corpora 4 and remove from consideration all "unassignable" target word instances. We do not fix the erroneous annotations, which means that even our baselines cannot achieve 100% coverage.
Baselines and measures
We use the evaluation metrics standard in word sense disambiguation research (Palmer et al., 2006; Navigli, 2009) . Each disambiguation target receives a score equal to the probability the system assigned to the correct sense.
5 Coverage is the proportion of target word instances for which the system attempted a sense assignment, precision (P) is the sum of scores for the correct sense assignments divided by the number of target word instances for which the system made an attempt, and recall (R, also known as accuracy) is the sum of scores for the correct sense assignments divided by the number of target word instances. The F -measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall: F 1 = 2PR ÷ (P + R). Note that according to these definitions, P ≤ R, and when coverage is 100%, P = R = F 1 . In this paper we express all these measures as a percentage (i.e., in the range [0, 100]). Our systems were compared against a computed random baseline which scores
where W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . .} is the set of target word instances in the corpus and S(w i ) is the set of candidate senses for some target word w i . This is equivalent to the score, averaged over repeated runs, of randomly choosing one of the candidate senses for each target word.
We also report accuracy of the most frequent sense (MFS) baseline, which always chooses the sense which occurs most frequently in SemCor (Mihalcea, 2008) , a very large manually annotated corpus. Note that unlike our knowledge-based systems, MFS is a supervised baseline, and cannot actually be applied to the use cases for which our non-supervised systems are intended. Nonetheless, it is included here as it gives some idea of what accuracy could be achieved, at minimum, were one to go to the considerable expense of creating a manually tagged training corpus. Note that MFS is a notoriously difficult baseline to beat even for supervised systems.
Results
On the SemEval-2007 data set, the basic configuration of simplified Lesk (SL+0)-i.e., without any lexical expansions-achieves an overall F 1 of 67.92, which is already much better than the random baseline (F 1 = 61.28). When we tried adding a fixed number of lexical expansions to all content words, we observed that accuracy generally increased sublinearly with the number of expansions. The highest accuracy was obtained by using 100 expansions (the maximum number we tried); we denote this configuration SL+100. SL+100's F -measure of 74.81 represents a relative increase of more than 10% over SL+0. The simplified extended Lesk configuration also benefitted from lexical expansions, though the effect was less pronounced: the basic version without expansions (SEL+0) achieves F 1 = 79.40, and adding 100 lexical expansions (SEL+100) yields a relative performance increase of just over 2%, to F 1 = 81.03. As with simplified Lesk, accuracy increased sublinearly with the number of expansions. This effect is visualized in Figure 2 , which plots the F -measure for the two algorithms according to the number of lexical expansions used. Table 2 shows the F -measure of our two baselines (top), our algorithms (middle), and some state-of-the-art knowledge-based systems (bottom), broken down by target word part of speech. In each column the best result, excluding the supervised MFS baseline, is shown in boldface. TKB-UO (Anaya-Sánchez et al., 2007) was the best-performing knowledge-based system at the SemEval-2007 competition; it is a clustering-based system which uses WordNet 2.1 (but not its sense frequency information) as its sole source of knowledge. Among later knowledge-based systems using this data set, MII+ref (Li et al., 2010 ), a topic model approach, achieves the highest result we are aware of. This work maps sense descriptions and target word contexts to a topic distribution vector as sampled by LDA (Blei et al., 2003) . WN ++ -DC uses an altogether different approach: it disambiguates nouns in a sentence by building a graph of candidate senses linked by semantic relations, and then for each target word selecting the sense with the highest vertex degree. When using semantic relations from WordNet alone the method achieves F 1 = 74.5, but when WordNet is enriched with additional semantic relations from an online encyclopedia performance increases to F 1 = 79.4. Note that, uniquely among the results in the table, WN ++ -DC does not achieve full coverage (P = 87.3, R = 72.7).
POS-optimized results.
We also tried using different expansion strategies for target words of different parts of speech: for each target word POS, we tried expanding only adjectives, only nouns, etc., and tried each of these scenarios for the same eleven values of n as previously. Because this procedure involved tuning on the test data, we do not include the results for comparison in Table 2 . However, they are interesting as they give an upper bound on per- Table 3 : Results (F 1 ) on the Senseval-2 and -3 corpora formance for the case where the expansions-per-POS parameters are optimized on a set of manually annotated training examples-that is, a mildly supervised variant of our otherwise knowledge-based algorithms.
For simplified Lesk, we found that accuracy for nouns, adverbs, and verbs remained highest when all content words were given 100 expansions, but adjectives fared better when all content words were given only 60 expansions. With this configuration we achieve an overall F 1 of 74.94. The best simplified extended Lesk configuration achieves F 1 = 81.27 when for adjectives we apply 20 expansions to all content words; for nouns, 60 expansions to all content words; for adverbs, 80 expansions to all content words; and for verbs, 30 expansions to adverbs only. That verbs benefit from adverb expansions is not surprising, given that the latter often serve to modify the former. Why the optimal number of expansions should vary with the target word part of speech is not as clear. In any case, the extra performance gains from POS expansion optimization were quite small, not exceeding a quarter of a percentage point over the non-optimized versions.
Fine-grained results. As with the coarse-grained task, we found that using lexical expansions resulted in an improvement in accuracy in the fine-grained tasks. However, in this setting we did not observe the same continuously improving accuracy from using more and more expansions; in all but one case, adding expansions helped to a point, after which accuracy started to decrease. This effect was particularly noticeable with simplified extended Lesk, where peak accuracy was achieved with around 30 expansions. For simplified Lesk, the optimum was less stable across the corpora, ranging from 60 to 100 expansions. We believe that this is because the expanded terms provided by the DT reflect broad conceptual relations which, taken in aggregate, do not precisely map to the narrow sense distinctions of the sense inventory. This is not a problem when we stick to the first highly salient expansions provided by the DT, but beyond this the conceptual relations become too tenuous and fuzzy to facilitate disambiguation. Table 3 shows the results of our systems and baselines on the Senseval-2 lexical sample and all-words tasks and the Senseval-3 all-words task. For simplified extended Lesk we show the results of using 30 expansions (SEL+30); as simplified Lesk had no consistent peak accuracy we stick with 100 expansions (SL+100). The results, while quite expectedly lower than the coarse-grained scores in absolute terms, nonetheless validate the utility of our approach in fine-grained tasks. Not only does the use of expansions significantly increase the accuracy, but in the case of the Senseval-2 corpora, the relative increase is much higher than that of the coarse-grained tasks. For SL+100, the relative improvements over the unexpanded algorithms for the lexical sample and all-words data sets are 22.3% and 17.1%, respectively, and for SEL+100 they are 14.4% and 6.5%, respectively.
Discussion
In this section, we discuss our results and put them in the perspective of applicability of WSD systems. Our lexical expansion mechanism leads to a relative improvement of up to 22% in the fine-grained evaluation and 10% in the coarse-grained evaluation for the "simple" setup. This is achieved by merely adding lexical items to the representation of the sense description and context, and without changing the algorithm. Especially in situations where there exists a reasonably coarse-grained MRD for the language or domain, this is a major improvement over previous approaches on applications where one is not in the comfortable situation of having sense frequency information. In our opinion, this scenario has been neglected in the past, despite occurring in practice much more often than the case where one has access to a rich LSR, let alone sufficient training data for supervised disambiguation.
The expansions from distributional similarity are complementary to those coming from richer knowledge resources, as our results for fitting simplified extended Lesk with DT expansions show: even in the situation where a richer lexical resource allows for bridging the lexical gap via descriptions from related senses, we still see an additional relative improvement of 2% to 14% when comparing the F -measure of the SEL+n system against the SEL+0 baseline. Not only does this system outperform all previous approaches to coarse-grained WSD without MFS backoff, it is also able to outperform the MFS baseline itself, both generally and for certain parts of speech.
We emphasize that while the DT uses additional text data for computing the similarity scores used in the lexical expansion step, the overall system is purely knowledge-based because it is not trained on sense-labelled examples; the DT similarities are computed on the basis of an automatically parsed but otherwise unannotated corpus. This marks an important difference from the system described in Navigli and Velardi (2005) which, although it also uses collocations extracted from large corpora, avails itself of manual sense annotations wherever possible.
While the comparison of results to other methods on the same coarse-grained data sets suggests that lexical expansion using a distributional thesaurus leads to more precise disambiguation systems than word or topic vectors, our point is somewhat different: Realizing lexical expansions and thus explicitly generating associated terms to a textual representation opens up a new way of thinking about bridging lexical gaps and semantic matching of similar meaning. In light of the fact that distributional similarity (Lin, 1998) and overlap-based approaches to WSD (Lesk, 1986) have existed for a long time now, it is somewhat surprising that this avenue had not been explored earlier.
Error analysis
In order to better understand where and how our system is succeeding and failing, we now present an error analysis of the results, both in aggregate and for some individual cases. To begin, we computed a confusion matrix showing the percentage of the 2269 SemEval-2007 target word instances for which the SL+0 and SL+100 algorithms made a correct disambiguation, made an incorrect disambiguation, or failed to make an assignment at all without resorting to the random choice backoff (see Table 4 ). and SEL+100 algorithms. 6 As can be seen, the pattern of contingencies is similar. Because of the sheer size of the expanded sense descriptions and contexts with this task, however, in the following analysis we stick to the simplified Lesk scenario.
As we hypothesized, using lexical expansions successfully bridges the lexical gap: whereas the basic simplified Lesk was able to make a sense assignment (be it correct or incorrect) in only 82.0% of cases, SL+100 could do so 99.6% of the time. SL+100 was able to correctly disambiguate over half of all the target words for which SL+0 failed to make any sense assignment. This contingency-some 9.7% of all instances-accounts for the majority of SL+100's improvement over SL+0. However, in 6.2% of cases SL+100's improvement resulted from successfully revising an incorrect answer of SL+0. We randomly selected ten of these cases and found that in all of them, all the overlaps for SL+0 were from a small number of non-content words (the, of, in, etc.) , with the chosen sense achieving only one or two more overlaps than the runners-up; thus, the lexical gap is still at fault here. By contrast, the expanded sense definitions and contexts used by SL+100 for these cases always contained dozens of overlapping content words, and the overlap count for the chosen sense was markedly higher than for the runners-up.
What is also interesting to consider is the 0.2% of cases where both algorithms neglected to make a sense assignment, apparently signifying SL+100's failure to bridge the lexical gap. We manually examined all of these instances and found that for all but one, the systems failed to disambiguate the target words because the sentences containing them were extremely short, usually with no other content words apart from the target word. It is unlikely that any knowledge-based algorithm restricting itself to sentential context could succeed in such cases, and no reasonable number of lexical expansions is likely to help. Our choice to use sentential context was motivated by simplicity and expediency; a more refined WSD algorithm could, of course, using a sliding or dynamically sized context window and thereby avoid this problem.
The remaining case was a sentence of normal length where SL+0 found no overlapping content words between the definition and the context, but SL+100 produced a two-way tie between two of the clusters, one of which was the correct one.
It is also of interest to know why SL+0 was able to correctly disambiguate some words which SL+100 could not; these represent 2.8% of the instances. Again, we drew a random sample of these instances, and observed that in all of them, the only overlaps found by SL+0 were for non-content words; the fact that it happened to choose the correct sense cluster can therefore be chalked up to chance.
Though it has been relatively easy to identify the reasons behind SL+100's correct assignments, and behind its failures to make any assignment at all, it is not so easy to deduce the causes of its incorrect assignments. We observe that the system had disproportionate difficulties with verbs, which constitute 35% of the incorrect disambiguations but only 26% of all target words in the corpus. Particularly troublesome were verbs such as be, go, have, and do, which are often used as auxiliaries. On their own they contribute little or no semantic information to the sentence, and their dictionary definitions tend to explain their grammatical function, so there is little opportunity for meaningful lexical or conceptual overlaps. A related problem was observed for adverbs and adjectives: the problematic cases here were often generic terms of restriction, intensification, or contrast (e.g., different, just, only, so) which are used in a wide variety of semantic contexts and whose dictionary definitions focus on usage, or else constitute concise rephrasings using equally generic terms. Purely definition-based disambiguation approaches are unlikely to help in any of these cases; an accurate knowledge-based approach would probably need to be aware and make use of information beyond the lexical-semantic level, such as verb frames and semantic roles, or incorporate the grammatical structure around the target word for matching.
Conclusion and further work
We have proposed a new method for word sense disambiguation based on word overlap between sense descriptions and the target word context. Our method uses lexical expansions from a distributional thesaurus, which is computed over dependency-context similarities over a large background corpus. We found that applying our conceptually simple extension to two traditional knowledge-based methods successfully bridged the lexical gap, resulting in performance gains exceeding that of state-of-the-art knowledge-based systems that do not make use of sense frequency information, and approaching or even exceeding the MFS baseline. The concept of lexical expansion is a promising avenue to enrich classic, word-based NLP algorithms with additional lexical material. The intuitions of overlap-based approaches are thereby complemented by a method that makes associations explicit and bridges the lexical gaps for semantically similar contexts that are expressed in a different wording.
There are a number of ways how our method could be improved. First of all, since a DT is static and thus not dependent on the context, it generates spurious expansions, such as the similar terms for charge in Figure 1 , which is obviously dominantly used in its "criminal indictment" sense in the background corpus. At best, these expansions, which implicitly capture the sense distribution in the background corpus, result in less overlap with the correct sense descriptionbut they might well result in assigning incorrect senses. A straightforward improvement would alter the lexical expansion mechanism as to be sensitive to the context-something that is captured, for example, by LDA sampling (Blei et al., 2003) . A further extension would be to have the number of lexical expansions depend on the DT similarity score (be it static or contextualized) instead of the fixed number we used here.
In the future, we would like to examine the interplay of lexical expansion methods in WSD systems with richer knowledge resources (e.g., Navigli and Ponzetto (2010) ; Gurevych et al. (2012) ) and apply our approach to other languages with fewer lexical resources. Also, it seems promising to apply lexical expansion techniques to text similarity, text segmentation, machine translation, and semantic indexing.
